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RESIDENTS DRIVING ORGANICS BINS SUCCESS 
 
A recent audit undertaken by the Bunbury Harvey Regional Council has revealed outstanding 
results from kerbside organics bins in the region. The contamination rates are among the 
lowest in the Australia, thanks to the efforts of residents. 
 
The annual audits were conducted on organics waste loads received from the City of Bunbury 
and shires of Capel, Collie and Donnybrook-Balingup kerbside bins. The four Councils are 
leading the State with the 3-Bin system and organics processing, resulting in major reductions 
in the amount of waste being landfilled. 
 
Bunbury Harvey Regional Council Chief Executive Officer, Tony Battersby, said “Residents in 
these areas are significantly reducing landfill, and as a result are improving environmental 
and public health outcomes both now and into the future”. 
 
The audit did reveal that some non-compostable plastic bags are being used instead of 
compostable bags. This includes light green plastic bags that are unfortunately a similar 
colour as Council supplied compostable bags. Only compostable bags can be put in organics 
bins. This is as biodegradable, degradable and plastic bags won’t break down into compost 
and cause contamination. The labelling can be misleading on these other types of bags and 
packaging, so residents are advised to look for the Australian Standard compostable logo on 
products to avoid confusion.  
 
Vouchers for compostable bags have been included on 2016/2017 waste collection calendars 
by each of the Councils to help residents use their organics bin, particularly with separating 
organics waste in the kitchen. 
 
Overflow paper and cardboard can also be put in organics bins. This can prevent overflowing 
recycling bins, particularly in upcoming festive season. Think items such as wrapping paper 
(non-foil), boxes and other paper and cardboard packaging from presents.   
 
The organics waste collected from organics bin services is sent to a regional Council 
operated organics processing facility where it is recycled into compost and tested to the 
Australian Standard. It is then sold commercially to mainly agricultural industries to fund the 
ongoing operation of the facility. Residents can also purchase compost by the trailer load from 
the Stanley Road Waste Management Facility in Australind. Free tours of the organics facility 
are available for the public. Contact the Regional Waste Education Officers on 9792 7351 for 
further details.  
 
(Photo information: Organics waste collected from the kerbside organics bin service in the 
region is recycled into compost instead of being landfilled). 
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